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As usual, this is just my personal opinion, based on internet research anyone can do.

This one was sent to me by a reader, who had been scared by it back in the day and is still prone to believe it. You will soon see why she shouldn't.

Steven Hayes, above, is allegedly serving six life sentences for killing three women in Connecticut in 2007. You might ask yourself how he can be sentenced to six life sentences for killing three people, but that is the least of our clues here.

We will start with a story from the New York Times, October 31, 2019, by Neil Vigdor. Hmmm, let's see, that would be Halloween. Just a coincidence right? That old Neil Vigdor is telling us this spook story on Halloween?

Then we have his name: Steven Hayes. He just happens to have a Presidential name: Hayes, as in Rutherford B. Hayes. Sad that this is what the descendants of the Presidents are up to, but it isn't the first time we have seen it. We just saw another Hayes in a recent paper, also up to hijinx. See Dave Hayes, the Praying Mystic. Possibly a coincidence, but I doubt it. As we have seen many times, this is what lesser members of the families do. Those who don't become famous politicians, scientists, artists, writers or actors go into Intelligence and create these stories to mess with your mind 24/7.
Next, we have the two photos of Hayes above. My reader wanted to use my eye to confirm a match, which she did. It is the same guy. But we still have a big problem. Remember what I have told you many times, starting in my Manson paper: beards like that aren't allowed in prisons. Not in Connecticut, not in Pennsylvania, not anywhere. Not in state prisons, not in federal prisons. Why? Because you could hide a weapon or contraband in there. They like for their actors to have long beards, though, because it adds to the fear factor. He looks much wilder with the long beard, doesn't he? I am not sure what the white skullcap is telling us, though. Either he is Jewish or some sort of Eastern Orthodox priest, but in either case hats are not allowed in booking photos or other prison photos—including yarmulkes. Religious hats may be allowed at other times, but not in booking photos.

Next, we are told Vigdor is basing his report on a phone interview Hayes did from jail with Joe Tomaso for his “15 Minutes With...” podcast on Spotify. I found no bio for Joe Tomaso, but it doesn't matter. Level One prisoners like Hayes are not allowed interviews with the press. So I assume Tomaso is a CIA or other agent. Dangerous murderers like Hayes are only allowed to talk to close relatives, clergy, their lawyers, or law enforcement. No interviews are allowed, either in person or via phone or computer. The state has no reason to allow murderers to promote their causes, and the prisoners have no legal rights to do so. So, again, anytime you see these interviews, you should know immediately you are in the middle of con.

Next, we visit Wikipedia for a gloss of the crime. We are told Hayes and his buddy Joshua Komisarjevsky decided to rob a house while the whole family was home. They whacked the father several times with a baseball bat, tied up everyone, and waited until morning. When the banks opened, Hayes took the mother to the bank and ordered her to withdraw $15,000. She was allowed to go in by herself, and she of course told the teller what was going on. The teller notified the police. The police surrounded the house before they returned, but supposedly did so without being noticed by Hayes. Because Komisarjevsky was still in the house, the police did not nab Hayes when he returned, waiting for a moment when the two men were together. We are told the police didn't wish to unnecessarily escalate the crime, but that backfired when Komisarjevsky allegedly decided to rape the 11-year-old daughter. Hayes then raped the mother. The father escaped while his wife was being raped. So the men murdered the women and burned the house down, while the police were outside watching. Somehow, we are supposed to believe they fled the scene in the victims' car, so the police perimeter must not have been too tight.

Like Manson and others in that story, Hayes and Komisarjevsky allegedly lucked out when Connecticut abolished the death penalty in 2012. Although they were sentenced to death, Connecticut nicely decided to make the law retroactive just for them. Convenient.

If you are prone to believe any of that, I really don't know what to say. No one steals $15,000 by forcing someone to cash a check for them, and if they do they don't wait in the car while the person goes into the bank alone. The police would not have hidden outside and waited, since that is against policy. It is against policy precisely for the reason we see here: more crimes can be committed. Although the police might not storm the place immediately, they would certainly announce their presence, since that signals the perps that they are not going to get away with any further crimes. You aren't going to rape anyone when you know you are surrounded by police, are you? It would be sort of hard to get in the mood.

Plus, if two men break into a wealthy home at night, alarms will go off. And yet we are supposed to
believe these two numbskulls either disabled the alarm system or bypassed it, and then were able to bash the father around with a bat without waking any of the women? This is why robbers don't attack homes with a lot of people in them. While you are attacking one person, the others can escape or get to a cellphone. They had cellphones in 2007 remember? Teenage girls are never more than a foot from their cellphones, even while asleep. In addition, most people have dogs. You can't sneak up on a dog. A barking dog would have woken everyone, making it impossible for two men to corral four people.

Another clue is the alleged name of the second man: Joshua Komisarjevsky. Just split it up: Komisar-jev-sky. Jev=Jew. It means Jewish commissar. A Komisar is a Communist Party official. So we are being toyed with here again. And, as it turns out, they admit that. We are told Joshua was the (allegedly adopted) grandson of a very famous person, one who has his own Wikipedia page. That would be Theodore Komisarjevsky, Russian and later British theater director. Theodore's mother was Lithuanian Princess Kursevich, and his father was Fyodor Komissarzhevsky, lead tenor at the Maryinsky Theater in Saint Petersburg. His father-in-law was General Shulgin. Theodore Komisarjevsky was married to actress Dame Peggy Ashcroft. He was the teacher of Konstantin Stanislavsky, who invented method acting and influenced everyone after that, including Marlon Brando. So they admit Joshua comes from a family of . . . actors! What are the odds, eh? One of our bonehead perps here was the great-grandson of a real princess.

Now, we can take that back to the New York Times, where we learn Hayes, age 57, is allegedly undergoing “gender transition” in prison, paid for by the state of Pennsylvania. The state will not pay for sex-change surgery, we are told, but is paying for hormone therapy and other services, which are not cheap. Or they would be, if any of this were true—which you can now see it is not. For some reason the NYT wants you to believe it is true, I guess as some part of Project Chaos.

As for Hayes, a Steven Joseph Hayes, age 57, from Cheshire, is listed at Intelius. Unfortunately, he has no location listed for the prison in Pennsylvania where he is currently incarcerated. Instantcheckmate lists a Steven J. Hayes, age 57, from Avon, CT, aka Stephanie Hayes, so this is probably our crossdresser again. Again, no listing for PA. Intelius tells us he has also lived in Seattle, and that he is related to Lafontaines and Mines. We have recently seen the Lafontaines, haven't we? Four times, in fact. See my papers on The Battle of France, the British Monarchy, the Black Panthers, and Thomas Jefferson. Prince Philip's great-grandmother was Julia Hauke, daughter of Sophie Lafontaine. Brigadier General Pierre Lafontaine was in Belgium for the German attack. Thomas Jefferson's teacher was a Lafontaine. Panther Huey Newton's wife was Gwendoline Fontaine. The Lafontaines are high French nobility.

The Steven Hayes at Instantcheckmate has also lived in New York City, Boston, Providence, and Palm Beach Gardens. If we search on his alias Stephanie Hayes, we find the same locations and then some, including Sydney, Australia. So he is not really looking like a small-time crook, is he?

Which brings us to another problem: men who think they are women aren't normally interested in raping women. Hayes was convicted of raping and killing the mother, remember? I would think that men who think they are women would be bottom gays. I don't see the point of pretending to be a woman so that you can be a raping lesbian.

Neither Intelius nor Instantcheckmate has any listing for a Joshua Komisarjevsky anywhere in the US. This means that according to these huge search engines, Komisarjevsky is not and never has been incarcerated in Camp Hill, PA. The inmate locator in Camp Hill tells us he was transferred to Phoenix. But why do they keep moving him? I can tell you why they fake-transferred him to Phoenix: they like
the name. Phoenix=Phoenicians. They admit this on the Wikipedia page for the prison, where we are
told it was named for the bird rising from the ashes, not for any city or town. Very weird, and it
confirms my analysis here. While researching this, I stumbled across a story at the Hartford Courant
from 2016 about Komisarjevsky trying to commit suicide while in jail. Do you want to guess what day
he tried to commit suicide? August 18. Aces and eights, Chai.

At the bottom of the Wiki page on SCI Phoenix, we find a list of other famous inmates, which include
Bill Cosby, Harvey Miguel Robinson, the two Daugherty murderers, George Banks, and Eric Frein.
Funny, since they all look very fake as well, with the usual numerology and family markers all over
them. I have already hit Cosby. I may hit the others later.*

More research allows us to discover that just before the NYT piece came out last year, the Hartford Courant dropped us several big clues. Komisarjevsky is appealing his conviction, and among the new things we learn is that

Among the 41 calls they claimed not to have heard previously were calls from SWAT officers
told not to respond to Sorghum Mill Road and a call from an officer it turns out was only a
minute away from the Bank of America where Hawke-Petit was driven by Hayes and forced to
withdraw $15,000.

SWAT officers told not to respond to the house, and a regular officer told not to respond at the bank:
the usual stand-down, proving once again this was a CIA project. It also confirms that this “small
town” did have SWAT available. Some have tried to argue police didn't properly respond because the
right teams weren't available, but we have seen that wasn't true. Cheshire is just a few miles from
Waterbury, Meriden, and New Haven, and probably shares SWAT with those larger cities. In an
emergency, SWAT response time would be something under 15 minutes by road, or about 5 minutes by
chopper.

We also learn that dispatch tapes from that morning were supposedly destroyed by a lightning strike.
Yeah, right. Kinda reminds us of NASA losing the moon landing tapes. Are we supposed to believe
the Cheshire/Plainville Police were storing their dispatch tapes on the roof?

This is also curious: I was researching the Petits, Chapmans, and Hawkes (victims' surnames), and
tripped across this article also at the NYT, back in 2007. The Petits were from adjacent Plainville, CT.
In fact, they owned and ran this rich little town of 18,000. The locals called it Petitville. William
Petit's father ran the general store, the town council, and the chamber of commerce. His daughter
(William's sister Johanna Chapman) was also on the town council. William was the town's health
director and ran the Joslin Diabetes Center at the hospital. So it is sort of strange that these two small-
time local crooks Hayes and Komisarjevsky would target the most prominent family in town. Not a
good way to maintain a low profile, or hope to get away with a crime. Do you really think this
grandson of a Lithuanian princess thought he was going to waltz into the Petit home, rape the underage
daughter, and waltz out?

Another thing worth knowing is that Cheshire is the location of the large Cheshire Correctional
Facility, so that may be another reason this event was run there. Such facilities would go under without
inmates, real or imagined. We have seen before that prisons actually create fake inmates in order to
capture tax dollars. We saw that at Vacaville with Manson, and at Supermax in Colorado with many
pretend inmates, including Tsarnaev, Kaczynski, and the Underwear Bomber. Guantanamo Bay also
operates on that scheme.
William Petit's sister was married to Dennis Chapman, who just happened to be the Vice President of the State Lottery Commission up to 2007. That is also a red flag, since the lottery is just legalized gambling, linking us to organized crime. Note: I am not suggesting the Petit ladies were offed by the mob. This whole thing was faked, so no one was offed by anyone. I am just showing you our links out to CIA. The CIA took over all mobs long ago.

Dennis Chapman's mother was Margaret Feit. Feit is a Jewish name, of course. He had uncles named Earl Owens and August Bednar. Bednar is also a Jewish name. These Chapmans of Nebraska descend from Kelloggs. In the Chapman line they go back to Norwich, CT, where they married the Wentworths, who were also... Stewarts. These Stewarts were from Salem and before that from Newbury and Scotland.

Also a clue is that the father in the story William Petit, Jr., later parlayed his notoriety to win a seat in the Connecticut House of Representatives. That's cosy, isn't it? Strange, too, that although we are told he was severely injured—to the point of being unrecognizable to neighbors—when he later appeared in public he looked fine. No scars anywhere on his face or head.

As usual, this event was run to create fear. It is part of Operation Chaos, and therefore also part of the Men-are-Pigs project, aimed mainly at women. They want to split the sexes, because scared single people spend more money and are easier to control. They also buy more anti-depressants and other drugs. That drug angle is likely how Dr. William Petit comes in here, though that is just speculation. His father was also a doctor. There is not really enough information posted online to unwind that side of this project, and it would take far more work than I am interested in doing to build a case there, or to figure out where the ladies went after the project. Possibly the mother was CIA, or was set to divorce Petit and remarry an agent, and she left town and changed her name. Her daughters went with her. I won't say we will never know, because it is possible we may. But for the time being I have more interesting things to do than unwind these fake murders, which are just three of thousands. If you want to pursue it, I have gotten you started.
I did find a possible link between the Chapmans and the Ashcrofts in Pennsylvania, which might mean Komisarjevsky was related to the Petits through Petit's brother-in-law Chapman. We have always found the people in these projects closely related to one another, so best guess is Hayes and Komisarjevsky are related to the Petits somehow.

Here's something else you may wish to pursue: Mark David Chapman was a cousin of President Rutherford B. Hayes. I doubt you are going to be able to dig up a genealogy of Steven Hayes, but my guess is he links in this way. Chapman is also a cousin of director Howard Hawks. Petit's wife, allegedly killed, has the maiden name . . . Hawke. See above, where Prince Philip is a Hauke. Same name. Also think of actor Ethan Hawke. So my best guess is these Chapmans and Petits of Connecticut are related to Mark David Chapman, and therefore to every famous person you have ever heard of. Given what we have discovered, we can be fairly certain they are Phoenician Navy.

*As a teaser, George Banks was a former prison guard at Camp Hill, where Steven Hayes is now fake-incarcerated. That of course confirms my theory above, about these prisons faking crime sprees to manufacture inmates, and thereby score tax dollars. He allegedly shot 13 people, five of them his own children. He also killed four girlfriends, three of them in his own house, all mothers of these children. So we are supposed to believe his three girlfriends were in the same house at the same time! He also killed a guy named Jimmy Olsen. I guess one of his girlfriends was Lois Lane and his son was named Lex Luthor? He also dodged a death sentence when Pennsylvania ended the death penalty 8 years later, retroactively saving Banks. Banks was born Mack, later taking his wife's name. That's a Jewish name. See the end of my paper on the Las Vegas hoax, and the Macks who “built Las Vegas”. They admit Banks was at least half white and only dated white women. They tell us he had a long criminal record, including for armed offenses, when he was hired as a guard by Camp Hill prison in 1980. Impossible, proving this story is fiction. His appeal reached the Supreme Court in 1985, and they refused to overturn his sentence. No further appeals were possible, so his death sentence should have been carried out. Instead, he was held in a containerized housing unit CHU in Graterford for five more years, until the death penalty was abolished. That makes sense, right? Yeah, put this dangerous murderer, former soldier, and maximum security prisoner in a CHU.